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Hooray for hockey
SCS Division I hockey opens
its first home game today at
the National Hockey Center.
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Students sample homelessness
by Rich Vosepka
Assistant managing editor

Numbing cold reminded a
group of SCS students
Tuesday night there are some
who brave the elements every
night.

Social work students,
professors and community
members gathered on the SCS
campus lawn to raise

awareness for the plight of
homeless people in St. Cloud.
Six participants spent the
entire night outside, sleeping
in duct-taped cardboard
boxes with blankets and a
scrap-wood fire.
"We talked to some
homeless people , and they
gave us some tips for keeping
warm," Kelly McGuire,
senior, said. "But I think it's

important that we 're not out
here trying to say we know
how it feels to be homele ss.
The issue is that people need
to be aware of the problem."
" Many of us are social
work majors who have done
work with the homeless
before. This is a nonviolent
demonstration to raise
awareness," McGuire said.
Temperatures dropped

lower than 25 degrees during
the night. "We had a little
frost here and there, but we
had the fire going.
"Buildings and Grounds
and the staff in general were
great," said Mike Sharp,
minister for United Campus
Ministries
for
Higher
Education.

See Homeless/Page 8

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

A car~board ~ox in front of Stewart Hall provides a homeless person's view of the sidewalk Wednesday morning.
Intending to raise awareness of homelessness, six people spent Tuesday night outdoors in sub-freezing temperatures.

Minorities
increase
at SGS
by Kim Wimpsett
Editor

Minority enrollment at the
seven state universities
increased by 13 percem from
fall 1993 to fall 1994.
The . overall enrollment,
however, is down by 2 percent.
"I am pleased that students
of color
are
seeking
opportunities at the state
universities in increasing
numbers," said Terrence
MacTaggan, Minnesota State
University System chancellor.
Increasing
minority
enrollment at the state
universitie s is a prior ity, he
said. "Our progress is
heartening, but we have a long
way to go."
The increase in minority
enrollments reflects the
growing minority population
and the effort by the s tate
universities to improve the
recruitment, retention and
graduation of students of color,
according to a MSUS news
release.
The minority enrollment at
SCS is up from 464 to 519, an
11 percent increase.
Like the other six: state
universities, however, overall
enrollment is down by 2.25
percent, as of this fall.
The second week of fall
quarter, enrollment was at

14,579.

Congressional hopefuls answer voter concerns
by Renee Richardson
Nearly 200 people attended the
debate between Seventh District
DFL Congressman Collin
Peterson and IR candidate Bernie
Omann Tuesday in Stewart Hall
AuditoriUIIL
Both candidates fielded
questions from a four-man panel
and from the audience that
focused on the budget deficit,
health care, welfare reform and
tenn limits. Four members of the
audience were turned away from
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the
questioner's
microphone when the
forum ran past 9 p.IIL
One question related
specifially to student
concerns and referred
to decreasing options
to pay for higher
education.
"It should be of
concern to people
what's in this Contract
to America," Peterson said of the
recent Repulican document. He
added the contract eliminates
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discussion and basically applies
the same rules to Congress that
exist for the public.
"The contract doesn't say
anything about what should
pass," he said. Omann stated he
believed in programs which call
fo r investment dollars that can be
used for education later.
The question of which
candi'date was Democrat and
which was Republican brought
laughs and a smattering of
applause. Neither candidate
supplies party affiliation on most

work study, Perkins
Loans and Federal
Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grants.
"In the case of
SCS, it's about S3
million," Peterson, a
Moorhead
State
University graduate,
said. "We are trying
to
expand
opportunities for students."
Omann, an SCS graduate, said
the contract brings up issues for
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campaign literature displayed
outside the auditorium
Both candidates referred to
their respective parties as "big
tents" which encompass differing
points of view. Peterson said he
was proud of being a moderate,
conservative Democrat. "Some 80
percent of the time I supported
Democrat initiatives," he said.
''There are a couple of issues that
I disagree with and those get most
of the attention in the rredia."

See Debate/Page 2
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SCS examines semester calendar
Both systems have advantages More schools

by Eric Skogman

Staff writer

SCS soon may be
changing the quarter
calendar system to a
semes ter-based calendar
system
scs
and

the school year will begin
and end, Soroka said.
Administ rators
are
working to implement the
change by fall 1996 and will
have a decision at the end of
winter quarter or spring
quarter, said Barb Grachek,
vice president of Academic
Affairs.
"We're still i
the

A on details for semester tran5'ation and calendar

t-:

{note: maiority vote req.iinitd for implementation)

If majority vote not received,committee dissolves:

L\

if majority vote received, conversion process begins

I

changing to a semester planning stages, and at some
system because roost schools time we're going to propose
are using the semeste r (the semester-based calendar
system. Textbooks also are system) to the student
geared toward the semester association," Grachek said.
system which allows more
The proposal does not
time for instructors to cover mean the switch is
the material, said Len inevitable, however. "It
Soroka, Faculty Association doesn't say we're going to
president.
move," Soroka said. "By
"Some individuals who February we hope to have a
teach in semester systems proposal to what it involves
advocate it is a better way to to shirt to a semester system
teach," Soroka said.
We haven't made up our
Administrators
are mind what the proposal is
looking to change to an early going to look like yet."
semester system which
Last spring, faculty
would break the academic responded to an informal
year into two 15-week poll and agreed a change to a
terms, Soroka said. An early semester system would be
semester system usually beneficial if they were
starts before Labor Day and taught three four-credit
ends before Dec. 25.
cla sses per semester, said
quarter system Keesha Gaskins, Student
breaks the academic yea r Government Academic
into three IO-week terms.
Affairs chairwoman.
"In a ·senl!ster system you
"Faculty is required to
essentially try to do in 15 teach a certain amount of
weeks what you do in 10 classes
and
they're
weeks," Soroka said.
supportive of that change
SCS administrators are only under those terms,"
developing committees and Gaskins said.
schedules to determine when
Each
system
has

scs·

advantages, according to
Gaskins. A semester system
allows more time for
instructors to prepare the
material, students to learn
the material and students to
complete research projects.
A quarter system allows for
greater diversity of courses
and professors, she said.
However, Gaskins said
students are concerned how
the change will affect classes
in their major, if it will affect
tuition and if they will be
here longer.
" I think students need to
be aware that it does not
automatically mean you're
going to be stuck here any
longer. That 's not an
automatic," Gaskins said.
One disadvantage of a
semester system is the
availabi lity of classes, said
Kanwal Kumar, SCS Student
Government president. He
is concerned that if a class is
offered only one semester
per year, students will have
to wait a whole year to take
the

system would work. "It's the
freshmen and sophomores
that will have extra time put
on," she said.
Darla Krienke , junior,
wants a change to a semester
system, because it would be
beneficial to the studen ts,
she sa id. ''I'd rather have
semesters because of the
extra learning effort I'd get
out of it," Krienke said.
Student Government is
sponsoring an informational
meeting at 5 p.m. Monday in
Atwood Memorial Center
Glacier Room.
Also,
students will be able to vote
on the quarter and semester
system during Student
Government elections Nov. I
and Nov. 2. It is an opinion
poll, and the results will be
presented
to
the
administration.
The purpose of 1he
referendum is to find out
which direction the students
want to go, Gaskins said.
"No matter what happens
we're going to push for the
best interest of the students,"
she said.

are mixed
reactions among···---· · · - - posilives
students about the quarter negatives of the semester
and semester systems. systems, Soroka said.
Cassie Sawacke, sophomore,
A vote will be in the
wants SCS to keep the spring, and if a majority vote
quarter system, because she is no t received, the
is uncertain how the commiuee will be dissolved.
transition to a semeste r

switching to
semesters
by Eric Skogman
Staff writer

A recent study revealed more post-secondary
institutions arc converting to an early semester
calendar which may have an effect on inS1itutions in
Minnesota.
According to a calendar study of 3,647 higher
education institutions for the 1994-95 school year,
completed by Orville C. Walz, president of
Concordia College in Nebraska, 86 U.S. schools
made academic calendar changes from one system
10 another.
An early semester system usually starts before
Labor Day and ends before Dec. 25.
The study found 2,205 schools are using an early
semester system, while 775 schools are using a
quarter system. Thirty-four schools changed to an
early semester system for the 1994-95 school year
which marked the 25th year the early semester
system had a gain. Last year 21 institutions
convened to an early semester system.
"I think there's always going lo be institutions on
the quarter system, but ir you look at the semester
system it 's more ine~pensive," Walz said.
Moorhead State University recently committed to
a semester system which will begin in fall I 995,
and Winona State University is looking to change to
a semester system in fall 1996 which may have an
effect on other Minnesota institutions.
During the 1994 legislation, DFL-Senare
Majority Leader Roger Moe proposed a biD for an
Minnesota public post-secondary schools to switch
to 1he semester system by Jan. l, 1997, sa id
Rebecca Kindall Nelson, Minnesota Stale
University Student Association director of
communications.
According to the bill, s1udents attending schools
that have not converted would nol be eligible fo r
state sponsored financial aid, she said.
·•one of (Sen. Moe's) major reasons for the
merger is for students to gradua1e sooner," said
Becky Christenson, legislative assistant for Moe.
Also, students would be able to move easier
within the system which would allow students to
transfer credits easier, Christenson said.
The 1994 Legislature took no ac1ion on the bill,
and Moe may introduce the bill during the 1995
session, Christenson said.

Debate trom Page, _ _ _ _ _ __

Lowell Anderao n/Staff photographer

Bernie Omann (IR) and Collin Paterson (DFL) debate Tuesday In Stewart Hall
Auditorium. Both are running for State Representative In the Seventh District.

Peterson said he would not
characterize his act ions as
distancing himself from President
Clinton. "There have been times
I've disagreed," he said. "I
represent a rural district. We have
different points of view."
Omann stated the Republican
party is an inclusive one that
helps people. He said the
Democrats do not have a corner
on caring.
"In my view 1994 is going to
be a very conservative year,"
Omann said.
"In 1995
Republicans do have an
opportunity to control the House
for the first time in 40 years."
Both candidates support a
balanced budget amendment but
disagree on where cuts should be
made. Peterson said calls for tax

cuts and said increased defense
spending were irresponsible with
the current deficit. He said most
of the increases in entitlement
spending were not because of
Social Security but due to health
care.
..That is our big problem in the
federal area," Peterson said. ''That
is why health care is on the table."
Omann wan ts a cap on
entitlement spending tied to the
rate of inflation and structural
changes that elimina1c middle
management.
He added that the entire
defense system needed to be
examined and the world was still
a dangerous place.
"If it can be shown to me that a
tax cut will increase revenue,"
Omann said, "I will support it."

-.,-

IBRIEFs
Health Services receives
national accreditation
SCS Health Services recently was awarded national
accreditation by the Accreditation Association for

Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.
This fall marks the first academic year Health Services
will serve as a nationally accredited clinic. SCS Health
Services is one or the few clinics in central Minnesota that is

accredited, according to Ramona Yunger, Health Services.
National accreditation is important, Yunger said, because
it allows an outside party to determine the quality of
services. This becomes important when many third party
sources such as Blue Cross a nd Blue Shield, commercial
insurance carriers and government agencies recognize and
accep t accreditation by AAAHC as meeting their
requirements for reimbursement.

'Bach and Barbecue'
offers music and food
SCS Concert Choir and Sonare Orchestra present "Bach
a nd Barbecue" at 3 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 13 in the Stewart
Hall Auditorium.
The program features Bach's "King of Heaven, Eve r
Welcome," with soloists Hugh Givens and Marion Judish.
The program w ill also feature a section with special
instruments. This section will feature a "Garden Hose in D,"
a "Windbreaker" and a "Tromboon."
A barbecue will follow the concert in the Atwood
Memorial Center Quarry. Ticket prices are $7.50 with I.D.
For more information call 255-3223.

iii@
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Independent Senate candidate
Barkley visits SGS campus
by Michael R. Koehler
Assistant news editor

Dean Barkley made a stop at
SCS on his quest for a seat in the
United States Senate Wednesday.
Mis campaign will focus on
the outstate regions of Minnesota
while trying to muster support
for his race and the Independent

Pany.
Barkley, 43, was born and
raised in Annandale .. He attended
the Univen;ity of Minnesota and
the U of M Law School.
He ow ns a small mortgage
company and is a partner in a
law firm. He currently lives in
Plymouth.
Th e Independent Party has
moderate political views,
Barkley said. He is in favor of
term limits, election reform to
eliminate po litical action
committees, a line-item veto for
the president and economic
change.
.. Our government has overregulated business and put it at a

competitive disadvan tage with
the rest of the world.
Government must become a
partner with our nalion's small
businesses," he stated in a
campaign flier.
Barkely said he is sick of the
mudslinging campaign between
his competition, Rod Grams and
Ann Wynia.
He also said their campaign
squabbling over property taxes is
a ploy to avoid the issues.
"I think. it's a diversion. Both
Wynia and Grams have hired
East
Coast
Wa shington
mudslingers. What we arc seeing
is a typical East Coast campaign
where the belief is the more
negative messages you get, more
sinks in and you vote for who has
the best last negative ad, "
Barkley said.
Barkley said Grams and
Wyni a have missed th e point
with their campaign strategics.
"They're going to find out that
Minnesotans don't like that. and
they will reject it. This whole

Senate race is absurd. It has
degenerated into nothing more
than negativism which I hope the
voters will reject."
Grams and Wynia also have
refused to debate him, Barkley
alleged. "In private they've been
telling sponsors for the forums
and debates if I show up they
will boycott it. That is a fact," he
said.
"They're afraid of the truth .
I'm telling people the truth. I
represent mainstream moderate
voters in Minne sota which
repre se nts the majority in the
state. There are more moderate
voters than liberals and
conservatives combined. They
(Grams and Wynia) are deathly
afraid that my messages will be
heard by the moderates, and I'll
win. So they think if they ignore
me I'll go away," he said.
Barkley is running for the U.S.
Senate because he wants to
ensure a future for his children
and make sure they have a better
quality of life, he said.

Wellstone to pitch for
Wynia at SCS Monday
Senator Paul Wellstone will be at SCS at 9:45 a.m. Monday,
Oct. 31 in Atwood Memorial Center. He will be at SCS to
rally support for Ann Wynia and encourage students to vote.
Wellstone also will campaign for Wynia and othjr DFL
candidates at three other Northwestern Minnesota college
campuses on Monday.

Global change fellowships
available for students
Graduate fellowships are available for entering and firstyear graduate students majoring in science disciplines and
who are interested in pursuing resea rch careers in areas
pertaining to global change.
Sponsored by the U. S. DepL of Energy and administered
by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and education, the
Graduate fellowships for the Global Change Program
includes full payment of tuition and fees at DOE-approved
universities, a $1,200 monthly stipend, and required
collaborative research experience at a DOE o r othe r
government agency research facility associated with Jhe
Global Change Research Program.
Applicants must be U. S. citizens. Selection is based on
academic performance, GRE sco res, recommendations,
course work and experience.The application deadline is Jan.
31, 1995. For applications and i.nformation call (612) 576-

Used Flanel Sfflts-Scme 9ee"¥"eless-

$ 3 .5Q-$4 .50
Long Sleeve Flannel Shirts-Reg. $14.99

603 Mall Germain
St. Cloud 251-8962

$11 .25

96.55.

Clarification
a An Oct.

21 University Chronicle article stated SAC
will publish a report on building accessibility. Th ree
members of SAC. Ramona Anderson, Pat Capps and
Lanae Espelien, wrote the report for Social Work 499.
Q Universffy Chronicle will correct all errors occurring
in its news columns. If you find a problem with a story an error of fact or a point requiring clarification - please
call (612)255-4086.

Reg. Hours:

Mon-Fri 9:30-8 p.m.
Saturday 9:30-5 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon-4 p.m.

Check out our HUGE supply of
Halloween merchandise!
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EDITORIAL BOARD:
KIM WIMPSETT
JESSICA FOSTER
'RICH VOSEPKA
MARK WILDE

Editorial
Cardboard courage

Noble students
brave weather
While negative attention consumes the social
work depanment. many people are becoming
muddled about the focus of education.

WLEDIW'

Five students who are majoring in social work
have pushed past the negative light to become the
brightest stars on campus.

Seniors Kelly McGuire, Constance Potter, Sarah
Beilke, Nancy Middaugh, Dave Schwartz and
Minister Mike Sharp braved the below-freezing
weather to raise SCS' conciousness about the
homeless.

KW·rt'TANDlRD PIIIIK

The group camped outside of Stewart Hall
Auditorium Tuesday listened to speakers and
discussed an issue more significant than
intradepartment bickering.

Clemens Gardens in bad taste
by Mark Wilde, Opinions editor
I stopped and watched

Realistic students, they do not pretend to
understand the life of people who li ve on the
street. They merely wanted to make the problem
real for the predominantly middle-class university.

workers install a 4,000
pound section of iron fence
near the entrance to
Clemens Gardens the other

day.
Six people spent the below-freezing night
outside of Stewart, while inside the Congressional
debate discussed everything except what was
important.
These students had the courage to make a
personal sacrifice to a cause they consider vital.
T hey provided a visible voice for the voiceless,
voteless and uncounted people adrift on
America's streets and are worthy of recognition.

Eventually a 900-footlong iron fence will run

along Kilian Boulevard.
The total cost of the
expansion will be $600,000
over the next two years.
Bill and Virginia Clemens

have paid about $45,000 so
far and presumably will
cough up the rest.
They donated the land and
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have footed the bill for most
of the initial work.
I hate to be critical of
such generosity, but I think
Clemens Gardens is an
eyesore not to mention
presumptuous.
Color me class conscious,
but to build such a
monument lO bad taste
when so many in St. Cloud
arc struggling to find
affordable housing smacks
of el itism.
Not only is the garden

"

Now a fence is being built.
I wonder if it is meant to add to
the garish ornamentation or to
keep out the homeless. "

excessive and insensitive,
but the sculpted flower
beds, brick walkways and
large restroom building
already on site is far from
what I think of as a garden.
It is hard to believe that
anything can grow in such
an unnatural environment.
Earlier this su mmer I was
walking near the garden and
I saw a figure in a white
jump suit with a face mask

I feel more in touch with
nature when I walk through
the produce section of the
grocery store.
The flowers in the garden
are not indigenous to this or
any area. they do not even

look real.
Now a fence is being
built. J wonder if it is meant

to add to the garish
ornamentation or to keep
out the homeless.

and oxygen tank applying
what I imagine was
pesticide or fertilizer.

Clemens Gardens is far
removed from the reality of

I am glad this person was
protected, but l felt a little

shelter with which many of
us must cope.

the everyday struggle for

uneasy when the wind

picked up and the cloud of
chemicals drifted over the
road.
More to the point, I do no
think a garden should be so
insincere that it needs LO be
propped up with chemicals,
bricks and fences.

Maybe that is the point,
but I do not appreciate the
denial.

If the Clemens want to
spend $600,000 to create
something beautiful for the
city, I would much rather
see affordable housing.

,

.,, '
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Peterson ads distort image of Bernie Omann
Recently, Rep. Collin Peterson has
been running a smear campaign against
his opponent Bernie Omann. Because
Peterson's ads are such a distortion of
the truth, I feel I must respond.

campaigns'! Of course he does. Fact
is, Bernie Omann resigned his position
in the Depanmem of Agriculture this
spring when he became a candidate.
Peterson chastises Omann for his job

of getting a legisla1or·s pension. Well,
Collin Peterson can collect a state
legislative pension too. But the fact is,
no one can collect until they are age 62.
Why would Collin Peterson run a

wha1ever it takes to get re•elected to
Congress, even destroying the
reputation of a good man and his
family.
I have served in the state Legisla1ure

First, Peterson accuses Bernie
Omann of never having a "real" job
outside of government. Well Collin,
since when is working on a family
dairy farm not a real job?
He accuses Omann of running for
Congress at taxpayers' expense.
Doesn't Collin Peterson collect a
paycheck from the taxpayers as he

in the agricu lture department. He
doesn't tell us that Bernie Omann
spearheaded the state's response to last
year's floods. Because of his effons,
nearly $500 million of state and federal
fl<X>d relief was made available to
Minnesota farme rs, small businesses
and local governments.
And finally, Peterson accuses Omann

dirty campaign and oot talk about real
issues? Is it because Collin has no
vision for lhe future? Is it because he
does not care atx:mt farm prices, tuition
costs or the struggles of fami lies? Is it
because he does nOl want to be
bothered with the health care problems
of seniors and the disabled?
Collin Peterson is intent on doing

with Bernie Omann and his late father
Ben. Both were solid, decent,
hardworking legislators.
On Nov. 8, let us send an hones1
person to Congress. Please join me in
voting for Bernie Omann.

Dave Gruenes
State representative

Fan support essential
to Husky success
I\EN .. ~ RE<E>IT
~ • IF1"EY T'40U""T-..,

As most of you know, the Husky Hockey team is picked in
the WCHA coaches poll to finish first in the league, and they

O..l. ~~ UoSE 1-\N> 1-Ul.T
1ME (flf0\6\U'1'C OF 1\-4~ \j.&.
JUr,"t'C.E: ~'<~la,\ ~ OF

are a nationally ranked team.
We, the fans, can help the team to a great season by filling
the National Hockey Center for every home game this year.
We have the ability to make SCS lhe toughest place to play
for any opposing team by having loud, capacity crowds.
We should let the other teams know that when they come
here to play they are going to play the worst two games of the
year because we have a great team and we (the fan s) support
it 100 percent.
I hope to see a full arena this weekend and for every other
home game this year.
Get to the games and show your support.

11> FRl""'-"USM1'~ ...

Steve Sheldon
senior
undeclared

Imaging engineering technology
worth look as possible major
I'll be graduating 1his fall in
imaging engineering
technology.
I think it must be the bestkept secret on campus because
not many people seem to know
what it is, and the class size is
very small.
That's unfortunate, because
placement is 100 percent for
those willing to leave St.
Cloud.

Our university is only one of
two in the nation that offer this
program.
Employers are lacking
JX!Ople with our major and are
starting people anywhere from
the middle $20,000 to lower
$30,000 range.
I know myself. I worked as
a counsultant this summer in
Sydney, Australia.
I now plan to take a job in

New York after graduation
starting at more than S30,000.
At home I still have a large
data base filled with
employers.
There is hope afler college.

Steven Scoles
senior
im aging engineering
technology

Read, React, Write!
Opinions editor/University Chronicle
St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
(612) 255-4086

Marty better for nature
than incumbent Carlson
Regarding the upcoming
elections, I wish to
recommend two candidates
based on my knowledge of
their and their opponent's
environmental record.
First, I recommend John
Marty for governor of
Minnesota. John Marty has
had a solid pro-environment
voting record as a state
senator, and he was named
the 1993 Sierra Club
Environmentalist of the Year.
He has been a leader in the
areas of waste reduction,
renewable energy, curbs on
urban sprawl and better
public transport.
His opponent incumbent
Ame Carlson has not made
the environment a priority,
and some of his appointments
to environmental offices have
been more political than proenvironment.
Secondly, I recommend
Ann Wynia for U.S. Senate.
She 100 has a solid proenvironment record.
By contrast her opponem

Rod Grams has the most antienvironment voling record of
the eight Minnesota members
in the House of
Representatives, receiving
only a 25 JX!rcent score from
the National League of
Conservation Voters.
During the 1993 session of
Congress, Grams voted
against controlling belowcost timber sales by the
Forest Service, against
grazing reform on public
lands, against reform of the
1872 Mining Law, against the
National Biological Survey
and against protecting the
Everglades ecosystem.
A sustainable future
depends on protecting our
environment.
Please vote "green" vote for John Marty for
governor and Ann Wynia for
senator.

John Peck
professor
biology

lJniwrsity Cl ll!ONI( I.I

!Government_,,~
Student Government';;leci'Fons· are Nov. 1 and Nov. 2. ,
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Th~- ballot also will include the referendum: Doyott sup_: '
, porl a calendar change lrom quarters to semesters ar ,...
~~~~!_he~ 1996-97 school ~ear- . , · ,

College of Education
Amber Cardinal
freshman
special education

College of Fine Arts and Humanities
Kathy Bickel
sophomore
mass communications

I'm Kathy Bickel and this will be my second year here
at SCS. On Sept. 29, I was elected into the Fine Arts and
Humanities seat, so I will be running for the seat as an
incumbant. I'm an advertising major and the main issues
I'm interested in pursuing are increasing the funding for
the music and art departments and working toward
ending the numbers of sexual assaults against women on
campus.

Currently, I am a member of Student Finance
Commiuee and actively involved in a diverse set of
other organizations such as Hall Council and Sports
Band.
I am a very fair and open-minded person and that is
what Student Government is about to me. I can see all
sides of a situation and would definitely use that skill
when voting on issues.

College of Science and Technology

Matt Bergmann
senior

special education
If I am elected to Student Government, there are many
topics that I feel should be addressed. One topic that I feel
is very imponam 10 be dealt with is the student's right to
know the starns of their individualized program accreditation at all times. I also feel every Student Government

.....,,.,,,._,..,..~

Jessica Waletski
sophomore
biology

I am seeking a position as a student senator because I
would like to be a part of the decision making that affects
me and other students at SCS. I will u-y to gel students
more involved and I will do my best to make their needs
known and wishes met by administration and Student
Government. Students should be involved in Student
Government.

Michael Horgen
sophomore
undeclared

member should be very accessible to all students since we
are elected to best serve their needs.

College of Social Science

No photo or essay was available for Michael Horgen .

College of Business
Joe Ascheman

Dana Saeger
junior

political science

My name is Dana Saeger and I am running for a social science seat in
our Student Government.
During my three years as a student I have become a proud member of
our campus community.
I believe in student participation ~nd leadership to keep our
environrrent vital. If elected I intend to seriously consider any and all
issues which are of importance to our student welfare and to make
informed, concise decisions.

sophomore
undeclared

Hi! My name is Joe Ascheman. I am currently holding a College of Business scat. Also, I
recentJy have been appointed Student Services
Chairperson. I would like to continue to hold a
College of Business scat for another year
because I have knowledge and experience to
carry into the new teml I want to continue to
share my ideas and opinions. I listen to and ~ - - ~ - ~
represent aJI students. Vote Joe!

Tracy Hanson
senior

social work

I believe I ama fair and just person who is able to look at issues
from many different perspectives. I have deaJt with many diverse
issues in the past, and I will use my experiences to enhance this
organization. Although I view many issues as important, some of
my main concerns are student safety, allocation of activity fees
and enforcement of student rights.

Kurt Zaccardi
senior
'
political sc ience

To all students with an issue, I am the person with a genuine
concern who wants to help students.
Q One year as Student Government president at Inver Hills

community college
Q One year as Student Government secretary
Q I have both lobbied and interned with the Minnesota

~ - - = - ~ Legislature.
a I currently serve as a member of the Academic Affairs committee.
Q I would act on students' views regarding parking, semester vs. quarters, etc.

Being a member of SCS student body for a
year, I realized the concerned problems am:rng
students which I feel were not given much
attention. My reason for running in the election
is to be the general voice of all students. I would
like to bring more cultural diversity and forsee
the allocation of our activity fee. I also would
try to improve the relationship between
University Public Safety and the general student body.

ONEY
Cost only one factor in health decision
by Jim Pelarske
Business editor

students of the Minnesota state universities," Torborg said.

If the thought of buying health care insurance has you

stressed, be aware that "stress" may not be covered by your
selected plan.

"We insure an average of 200 students any given
quarter," said Paula Berardi, assistant to the regional
manager of student insurance division, SCS' policy

underwriter.
This plan is similar to those offered by BCBSM, Central

Special exclusions and limitations are only part of a list
of concerns to consider when buying coverage: optional
coverage, deductibles, age and the type of provider are

Minnesota Group Health Plan, State Farm Insurance
Company and Arrerican Family Insurance Company, the

you add all the additional coverage items our plan offers
and the different age categories our plan is much cheaper
than BCBSM," she said.
"It is difficult to compare all the many differen insurance
packages even offered by our company," Oestreich said.
BCBSM offers much less expensive plans than AWARECARE. These plans are similar to SCS' Student Insurance
Plan.

area's four largest insurers. 'They are very competitive for
the type of coverage provided and the cost of services,"
want - - - - - - - - - - said Ramona Younger, administrator, SCS
health care coverage that's
,, You're
playing Health Services.
flexible,
affordable, Russian roulette if you
The average annual cost for the student

important too.

See Insurance/Page 16

''Consumers

: ; :1e~:1d co~:::~c~~
company spokesman for
Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Minnesota.

don't have insurance
coverage. "

~~i~i; ~u:~:

-Tracy Powell

;;;~:c~f~~ 1~ ::a8!:i~sa:~!r!eda~ct1b~~
Health Services, the SlOO deductible will be
waived and benefits paid for 100 percent of
covered medical expenses up to $1,000.

s~~

a~~~u;:ea~:
physician :~c:~~/!~~er!!i~pe:~s b: 1;;f~r
plan can purchase individual coverage.
said.
''We believe that individuals should have the same kind
According to the rate tables of BCBSM's AWAREof complete, affordable health coverage that's reserved for CARE plan a similar annual cost is $481 with a $150
groups," Oestreich said.
deductible. Policy holders with chemical dependency,
The problem arises when individuals are deciding on smokers and older students pay more expensive premiwhich provider to choose. "There really isn't a government ums based on a sliding scale.
agency or brochure that explains all the coverages or makes
Both plans allow an individual to choose the
physiit easy for people to choose," said Doris Torborg, cashier cian of their choice.
Although there are other
for SCS Health Services.
similarities in coverage and exlusions, BCBSM and the
"SCS offers an insurance plan called Student Injury and student insurance plans arc not the same, Berardi said.
Sickness Insurance Plan and is designed especially for "The biggest difference is in comparative cost When

Typical Insurance Benefits
Physician and surgeon services

Hospital outpatient, surgical center
services
Emergency care
Diagnostic X-ray and laboratory
services
Semiprivate hospital room and supplies
Private room, if medically necessary
Anesthetics and their administration

Physical, speech, occupational therapy
Prescription drugs and medical

supplies
Ambulance
Skilled-nursing care, home health care
Child health supervision to age 6,

including preventive services,

immunizations, developmental
assessments, and laboratory services

Items usually not covered
Services or-supplies not medically
necessary
Services or supplies related to a sickness
or injury that existed before you were
covered, whether or not you received

treatment.
Diagnosis or treatment of any mental or
nervous disorder _
Oiagnpsis -01· treetiment of chemiCa
dependency
Pregnancy or childbirth
Injury or sickness that is eligible for
payment under a workers'
compensation or employer liability law
Services paid or payable under
medicare
Injury or sickness that results from an
act of war, declared or undeclared

Temporary coverage key to insurance dilemma
BCBSM has a flexible plan called
Insta-Care that provides medical and
hospital coverage for people whil in
transition, Oestreich said. "It's great for
Students graduat.ing soon and looking
the person who is between jobs or has a
for a job may be at risk if they have not
new job but has to wait two months for
made plans for temporary health
health benefits to kick in," Oestreich said.
insurance coverage.
Still another option available to
Most students are covered by their
Minnesota residents is MinnesotaCare, a
parents health plan or the campus health
state health care plan funded by tax
service while attending college, but
dollars, said Jeanyne Slettom, public
during summer and after graduation that
information officer for MNCARE
coverage will end, said Laura Bums,
Department of Human Services. Families
, - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - , and individuals can qualify

by Jim Pelarske

Business editor

Do N

·La

if their employer does not
provide a health plan and
they earn less than the
minimum
amount
COVERAG determined by family size.
MNCARE is intended to
supplement the cost of
health care coverage for
those who cannot afford
the high cost of an
AVE
individual health plan, she
CO
EGE said. It does not provide
permanent coverage. It has
to be renewed annually and
is based on income
~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ guidelines that are;.~re
~ ~.
restrictive for single..tuk.s
employee analys'l at St. cfoud Hospital.
than for faffiilies. It also requires a
If a graduate is job hunting and not yet
JX)(tion of the cost to be paid by the
covered by an employer's plan, the other
insured. "MNCARE is a government
option is to purchase a plan from an
program that operates like an insurance
individual provider, Bums said.
company and charges a sliding premium
Another option available to gradual.es
based on income guidelines. Like other
is to purchase temJX)rary coverage until
insurance, if you miss your premium
they are hired by an employer with a
payment you're out of the program,"
group plan, said Karl Oestreich, media
Sleuomsaid.
relations director for Blue Cross and
This is an excellent program that
Blue Shield of Minnesota.

YOUR

w~

•

u

includes eye exams, doctors visits,
chemical dependency and hospitalizati9n,
she said.
The final option an individual has for
medical coverage is welfare, either from a
county agency that administers state
funds or from private sources such as
hospitals and doctors, Burns said. Stearns
County Social Services is a local
assistance agency that acts as a people
without insurance, said Julie Ellis,
financial as sistant supervisor. "We have
two basic programs; medical assistance
for those over 65 or under 21, and
general as sistance medical care for those
inbetween."
Individuals and families who qualify or
are receiving aid from MNCARE cannot
get assistance from social services, Ellis
said. Like MNCARE, people can sign up
every six months indefinitely, as long as
they continue to meet the program
guidelines.
The program funds 100 percent of the
cost for care, Ellis said. "It is illegal (for
hospitals or doctors) to charge any more
for services the program doesn't cover."
A ponion of the hospital's income is
written off each year to fulfill the
Hill-Berton Act, a federal law requiring .....
hospitals io:pt'b'tide medical-assistance tc,... or,,t,,o
individuals who are unable to pay for
service, Burns said. "We do not tum
people away if they cannot afford to pay
their bill."
" I have a daughter in college and when
she's finished she will need to shop
around for (insurance coverage) as soon
as JX)Ssible because it takes four to six '
weeks to process the paper work," Bums
said.

IS
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Homeless: Students
camp out on lawn from Page 1
"We had people bring us coffee out there and
security was really cool about the fire," Sharp said.

Con stan ce Potter, Sarah Beilke and Dave
Schwartz, seniors, also si:em lhe night outdoors.
The event featured speakers on the homelessness.
"It was a dual-purpose event. First was to raise
awareness, and we had quite a bit of traffic. Also,
asking for speakers made it educational for the

participants, it gave us things to talk about during
the night," Sharp said.
Speakers included Loma Marrow, house manager
of the St. Cloud Community Shelter, Polly Kellogg,

SCS human relations professor and Tami Spry,
speech communication professor.
Referring to the U.S. Congressional debate
Tuesday in Stewart Hall, Nancy Middaugh, senior,
said, "Homelessness and poverty are not issues.
Those without money and without homes are
without power. Candidates don't worry about their
votes."
The debate between Collin Peterson and Bernie
Omann allowed representative s from Student
Government, Nationa l Public Radio and the St.
Cloud Times to question the candidates. Student
Senator Justin Wampach said he would not be
discu ss ing homelessness during the debate, but
added audience members were free to raise the
issue.
St. Cloud has two homele ss shelters. The
Community Shelter, operated by the St. Cloud
Housing Coali tion, has 15 beds. The Salvation
Army also operates a shelter, with 36 beds. Both
facilities usually provide shelter first-come, firstserved. Last month, the Community Shelter was full
and turned more than 100 people away, Lorna
Marrow, house manager said
Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor
"It 's suprising, some of the places people stay. Constance Potter keeps warm while raising awareness for St. Cloud 's homeless. S ix
All of the bridges along the Mississippi have people
people spent the night outdoors on campus Tuesday night, sleeping in cardboard boxes.
sleeping under them year-round," McGuire said.
The temperature dropped lower than 25 degrees Fahrenheit.
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SCS' leading scorer
and top defenseman
returns for final year
by Joe Johnson
Staff writer

As a preteen, SCS
senior defenseman Kelly

Hultgren

lived

in

Wisconsin and had never
played hockey. A move in
the third grade to the Land

of 10,000 Lakes changed

an that.
"My uncles were
always playing (hockey)
and I loved it. Ever since

then I've grown up loving
hockey," Hultgren said.

Another innuencc on
Hultgren was Mike
Ramsey, his uncle's friend.
Ramsey played in abo ut
14 NHL seasons and was

a member of the 1980
Olympic Team that won a
gold medal.

"I

really

admired

(Ramsey), he would give

me advice and tips on how
to improve my game,"
Hultgren said.

In high school Hultgren
was one of the best
players on a talented
Bloomington•J efferson
squad. In 1988, Hultgrcn's
junior year, the Jag uars
placed a respectable third
in the State Tournament.
The
next
year

UniversityCHRONIUE

Huskies freeze
foes on home ice

Bloomington-Jefferson
won
the
st.ate
championship.
"Winnin g the state
championship has been
one of the greatest thrills
of my life. Playing in front
of 20,000 fans with all the
publicity was great."
Hultgren said.
"Kelly was a big part of
our state championship in
1989, he's a great student
of the game and very
intelligent," BloomingtonJefferson Coach Tom
Saterda1en said.
Saterdalen
said
Hultgren bas matured as
an offensive threat, but has
always been outstanding
o n defense, he sa id. "I
don't think some people
apprec iate a lot of the
great plays Kelly makes
on the defensive end."
Sin ce no big-time
colleges
recruited
Hultgren out of high
school he was unsure of
his hockey future. "I was
j ust goin g to go to
(Man ka to
State ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - _ . _ _ ' - " '
University) and not even
think about Divisio n I Kelly Hultgren, a senior from Bloomington, was SCS' top
hockey," he said.
scorer last season, with 14 goals and 23 assists. He was
an AII-WCHA second team se lecti o n and has AllSee Hultgren/Page 17 American and Hobey Baker Award potential this season.

by Joe Johnson
Staff writer
Home sweet home would be an
understatement for SCS hockey. Last year
the Huskies ranked first at home with a 161-3 record.
The home campaign for the 1994-95
season begins tonight, as SCS hosts the
University of Northern Michigan.
SCS players again are confident this
year they will lose few, if any, games at
home. ''We're not going to accept losing,
especially at home. We're supposed to be
one of the top teams in the league, and we
have to prove that," said Jeff Schmidt, SCS
senior forward.
"Definitely one of our goals is to go
undefeated at home," said Dave Hoium,
SCS senior forward.
Against UNM the Huskies will be facing
a tough veteran team with a good coach in
Mike Comley.
"Coach Dahl doesn' t wam us to lose at
home, he told us that we have 10 beat
(UNM) to win the title, because they're
also one of the best teams," Hoium said.
Last time the Huskies and Wildcais met
was in February of 1993, in Marquette,
Mich. The two teams split the series, UNM
won Friday 4-3, and SCS was victorious
Saturday 6-4. The all-time series is led by
the Wildcats who have a I 1-10- I record
against SCS . · The Huskies, though, have a
8-1-1 record at home versus UNM.
"We 'II come out with a lot of

See Home Ice/Page 12

Two new goalies protect Husky net
by Chris Reese
Staff writer
When a hockey team loses its top two
goalies, one would expect it to slide in
the preseason rankings.
The Huskies lost their top two goalies
of last season in Grant Sjerven and Neil
Cooper.
Sjerven was lost because of eligibility
and Cooper was lost after season-ending
injuries in a car accident.
Yet the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association coach's poll still picked SCS
to finish first in the conference.
Perhaps SCS' goaJtending may not be
a weak spot after all.
When Cooper was injured, freshman
Brian Leitza became the starting goalie.
"When I first came in, I sort of
ex pected to get used to it gradually
because Neil would have been there,"
Leitza said. "But when he had the car
accident, ii scared me because I didn' t
know what to expect. I wasn't even
go in g to be able to watch a game, I
would have to play in the first one."
The Huskies probably were glad he
was not watching from the bench against
the University of Alaska- Anchorage last
weekend.

Leil2.a Slopped 57 of 63 shots in SCS'
opener for a 90.4 save percentage.
"He has nice size," Head Coach Craig
Dahl said. "He is quick, and he is good."
Before SCS, Leitza played for the
United States Hockey League's Sioux
City, S.D. team. Despite playing junior
hockey, Leitza said the WCHA was still
a higher level.
"It is not that big of a talem step," he
said. "There are some kids p laying
juniors that are talented like some of
these guys, but it's the confidence that
you can play in college, in the WCHA.
The biggest thing coming in as a
freshman is confidence."
Leitza s hould hav e ga ined some
confidence after las t weekend, but he
seemed nervous about the homeopener
with the University of Northern
Michigan.
"Now it is even worse," Leitza said.
"We played well up in Ala s ka , and
everyone thinks that the team is grea1
and the goalie is pretty good. Coming
home , there is go ing to be a lot of
pressure to show how good we are."
Back-up goalie Dave Stone, senior,
may be able to relieve some of the
pressure for Lei12.a when needed.
Stone sat out last year but decided to

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Freshman goalie Brian Leitza makes a diving save in practice Wednesday.
come back after Cooper's injury.
"I didn't know I wa s going to be
playing umil a couple of weeks before
practice," Stone said. "I was going 10 be
a goalie coach, bm Cooper got bun so I
broke the skates out of retiremenL
"When I first came out, it was a little
different. I didn't have my own

equipment, so I had to use lhe old stuff.
Then m y equipm e nt cam e in and it
started to come wgethcr after about a
week," he said.
Despite taking a year off, Stone feel s
his skills are still sharp. In fac1, Stone

See Goalies/Page 12
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SCS Huskies

-- -- -----

Last Season
21 -13-4/.605 overall ; 16-12-4 WCHA
(4th place) 3-1-0 WCHA playoffs

Returning Leaders
Kelly Hultgren-0 (14-23-37); Marc Gagnon-F (22·13·35) ; Bill
Lund-F (11 -24-35) ; Brett Lievers•F (16-16-32) ; Dave Holum· F
(17-14-31) ; Eric Johnson-F (19-21·30)

Craig Dahl

Goaltender

SCS coach

GP GA GAA SVS %
W-L-T
·srian Leitza 32
98 3.28 912 .900 18- rn-1
• Last year for Sioux City Musketeers(USHL)

264-115-18
8 years

21
22
28
29

Last Season
14-21<Y.408 overall;12-17-3 WCHA
(7th place); 0-2-0 WCHA playoffs

Brad Federenko-F (13-23-36); Rusty Fitzgerald-F (1 1-25-36) ;
Rod Aldoff-0 (4-25-29); Brett Larson-0 (14-14-28)

Goaltender
GP
Taras Lendzyk 32

GA

No. Player
Pos .
02 Gino Santerre
D
03 P.J. Lepler
D
04 Bill Lind
C
05 Rob Klasnick
W
06 Kelly Hallgren
D
07 Andy Vicari
D
08 Chris Dopp
D
09 Adam Rodal
W
10 Eric Johnson
W
11 Mike O'Connell
D
12 Kelty Reider
W
14 Jeff Schm idt
C
15 Marc Gagnon
W
16 Jay Geisbauer
W
17 Dan Reiman
D
18 Brett Lievers
C
19 Dave Hoiu m
C
21 Chris Markstrom W
22 Taj Melson
D
23 Jason Stewart
W
25 Joh n Tykeson
W
26 Dave Paradise
W
28 Randy Best
0
30 Dave Stone
G
31 Brian Leitza
G
44 Sandy Gasseau W
55 Mark Kotary
C

Alaska-Anchorage 7:05 AT
Alaska-Anchorage 7:05 AT
Northern Michigan 7:05 CT
Northern Michigan 7:05 CT

November

Returning Leaders

UMD coach
493-253-211
13 years

Huskyho,

1994-95
Schedule
October

Minnesota - Duluth Bulldogs

Miko Sortlch

WESTERN COLLEGIATE HC

GAA. SVS. % W-L·T

4
5
11
12
18
19
25
26

Minnesota 7:05 CT
Minnesota 7:05 CT
llllnlos-Chlcago 7:05 CT
llllnlos-Chlcago 7:05 CT
Colorado College 7:05 CT
Colorado College 7:05 CT
North Dakota 7:35 CT
North Dakota 7:35 CT

123 3.85 938 .884 13-17-2

December
2 Wisconsin 7:05 CT
3 Wisconsin 7:05 CT
9 Minnesota-Duluth 7:05 CT
10 Minnesota-Duluth 7:05 CT
16 Maine 7:00 ET
17 Maine t :oo ET

Alaska Anchorage Seawolves
astSeason
Photo
not
available

15·19·2/ .444 overall; 14-16-2 WCHA
(6th place); 0-2-0 WCHA playoffs

January

Returning Leaders
Mark Stnt-F (15-17·32); Paul Williams-F (13-16-29); Cotton

Gore- F (13-12-25); Jason White-0 (5-15-20)
Bruce
Christian sen

Goaltender

UAACoach
473-267-181 251.591

Lee Schill

GP GA GAA SVS %

W-L-T

32

13-15-2

103

3.46

842 .891

16 yeara

North Dakota Sioux

Q
mm

Last Season

Returning Leaders

Landon Wilson-F (18-15-33); Nick Naumenko-0 (4·22-26) ;

1•

.._....,L..._ Kevin Hoogsteen-F (8-12-20) ; Teeder Wynne-F (8-10-1 8)
Dean Blais
UNO coach
0-0-0
1 year

120

3.97

850

February
3 Minnesota-Duluth 7:35 CT
4 Minnesota-Duluth 7:05 CT
11 Wisconsin 2:05 CT
12 Wisconsin 2:05 CT
17 Alaska-Anchorage 7:05 CT
18 Alaska-Anchorage 8:05 CT
24 Northern Michigan 7:05 CT
25 Northern Michigan &:Of CT

WCHA Pre-Sea
(Parenthesis denc

Rank

Team

1

St. Cloud~
Minnesota
Colorado C
Northern N
Denver
Wisconsin
MinnesotaAlaska-Anc
North Dake
Michigan li

2
3
4
5

March
4 Minnesota 2:05 CT
5 Minnesota 2:05 CT
10-12 WCHA 1st Round Playoffs TBA
16-18 WCHA Final Five (St. Paul) TBA

6
7
8
9
10

.876 11 -17-3

1993-94 WCHA Final standings
Place Team (Overall record)

Last Season
26·15-11.631 overall; 19-1 2-1 WCHA
(3rd place); 420 WCHA and NCAA
playoffs

WISCONSIN.

Returning Leaders

UW coach
323-174-23
13 years

Gagnon ...... GAN-yawn
Gasseau ........Gas-SO
Geisbauer . .. GUYS-bower
Hoium..... . .. HOLE-um
Hultgren.......HALT-grin
Klasnick. . ... .. .Klaz-N IK

GAA SVS % W-L-T

GP GA

Wisconsin Badgers

..._'--!!- --'

Pronunci

6 Denver 7:05 MT
7 Denver 7:05 MT
13 Michigan Tech 7 :05 CT
14 Michigan Tech 7:05 CT
20 North Dakota 7:05 CT
21 North Dakota 7:05 CT
27 Colorado College 7:35 MT
28 Colorado College 2:05 MT

Goaltender
Toby Kbalevog 32

Ht. I
5-10 '
6-3
5-9
5-8
6-1
5-9
5-11 :
6-0
6-1
6-0
6-0
5-11
5-11
5-10
6-2 :
6-1
5-10
6-0
5-10
6-0
6-1
6-06-2
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-0

Jamie Spencer-F (15-13-28); Max Wi lliams-F (13-12-25);
Brian Rafalski-0 (6-17-23);

Goaltender
GP GA
Kirk Daubenspeck

7

19

GAA SVS % W-L-T
4.07

139 .880 2-2-0

1..
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Colorado College (23-11-5)
Minnesota (24-12-4)
Wi sconsin (25-14-1)
St. Cloud State (21 -1 3-4)
Northern Michigan (22-16-1)
Alaska-Anchorage (15-19-2)
Minnesota-Du luth (14-21-3)
North Dakota (11-23-4)
Denver (15-20-3)
Michigan Tech (13-27-5)
,,... WCHA Champions

w

L

18
18
19
16
17
14
12
11
11

9
10
12
12
14
16
17
17
18

T
5
4
1
4
1
2
3
4
3

PTS GF AVG GA AVG
41
40
39
36
35
30
27
26
25

135
111
128
127
129
110
125
101
116
93

4.22 126 3.9'
3.471093.41
4.00 103 3.2,
3.97 111 3.4,
4.03 120 3.7,
3.44 109 3.41
3.91 131 4.0,
3.16 131 4.0,
3.63 1304.DE
2.91 105 3.2E
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Northern Michigan Wildcats
Last Season
22-16-1/ :577 overall; 17-14-1 WCHA

(_,,••'••••..,,

°<-.,,,,L DC.,_<.°'

(5th place) 2-1-0 WCHA playoffs

Returning Leaders
Mike Harding-F (24-25-49); Dean Seymour- F (12-29-4 1);
Kory Kartander-F (20-20-40); Jason Hehr-D-F (11 -26-36)

:key roster
I'!

Yr.

90 Sr.
95 Jr.
80 Sr.
65 Fr.
90 Sr.
75 Fr.
00 Fr.

60 So.
00 Sr.
65
80
75
85
70
05
80
80
75

So.

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
60 Jr.
90 Fr.

:00 So.
80 So.
95 So.
75 Sr.
85 Fr.
:oo Sr.
65 So.

PastWCHA
Champions

Hometown
Ste-Foy, Que.
Princeton
Roseau
Pittsburgh, Pa
Bloomington
St. Ck>ud

Brooklyn Park
Thunder Bay, Ont.
Plymouth
Apple Valley
St. Cloud
Rochester
Wetaskiwin, Alb.
St. Paul
Anoka
Wayzata
Grand Rapids
Bloomington
Plymouth
Inver Grove Hts.
Spring Lake Park
Shoreview
St. Paul
Mounds View
Lake Villa, IL
Ste-Foy, Que
New Hartford. NY

tion guide
Uevers ...... .. .LEE-vers
Taj Melson ... like Taj Mahal
Reimann ........ RYE-man
Rieder . ......... READ-er
Santerre ........ San-TAIR
Tykeson ........ T IKE-son
Vicari ......... Vi-CAR-EE

;on Coaches Poll
es forst-place vote)

Rick Comley

NMUcoach
398-283-38
19 years

) uluth
1orage
la
,ch

20

GA GM

SVS % W-L-T

57

398

3.47

.875 9-7-0

Last Season

Denver
Denver
Michigan Tech
Denver
Michigan
North Dakota
North Dakota
Denver
Michigan Tech

.,

13-27-5/ .344 overall; 8-19-5 WCHA
(101h place); 330 WCHA playoffs

Returning Leaders

--...!...__;30-42-10

Denver
Denver
Michigan T ech
Minnesota
Michigan Tech
Wisconsin
Denver
North Dakota
North Dakota
Minnesota

0

Pat Mikesch-F (14-36-50); Brent Peterson-F (25-21-46)
Randy Stevens-F (21- 12-33); Jason Wright-D (2-17-19)

Goaltender

Bob Manci ni
MTU coach

Minnesota
Michigan Tec h

GP GA GM
Luciano Caravaggio 13

37

4.13

SVS % W-L-T
276

.882 1-7-0

3 years

Denver Pioneers
Last Season
15-20-31 .434 overall; 11-18-3 WCHA',JDJJ/
(9th place); 0-2-0 WCHA playoffs
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER

North Dakota

Returning leaders

Minnesota

Minnesota-Duluth
Minnesota-Duluth

Jason Elders-F (26-18-44); Angelo Ricci-F (13-29-42); Erik
I " - - - - '~
U....1 Andersson-F (10-20-30); Chris Kenady-F (14-11-25)

Denver
North Dakota
Minnesota
Minnesota

George

Goaltender

o-,o.o
1 year

Sinuhe Wallinheimo 23

G;:t~::~

Wisconsin
Northern Michigan
Northern Michigan

Minnesota
Colorado College

GP GA GAA SVS % W-L-T
81

3.93

583

.878 10-12-1

Minnesota Golden Gophers

Points

late (5)
4)
ollege (1)
ichigan

GP
Dieter Kochan

Michigan Tech Huskies

Champion

Year
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1964-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

Goalteflder

Last Season

134
132
110

25-13-4/ 6 43 overall, 18-10-4WCHA ' 4 J
(2nd place), 5-1·0 WCHA and NCAA
playoffs

96
72
64
54
30
23
15

Returning Leaders

_

_.IL.,_■

Brian Bonin-F (24-20-44) ; Justin McHugh-F (15-20-35);
Dan Trebil-D (1·21-22); Andy Brink-F (7-1 0-17)

Goaltender
GP GA GM SVS % W-L-T
Jeff Callinan

26

80

3.22

552

.873 14-5-3

Current WCHA standings
Team (Overall record)
1Wisconsin (3-0-0)
2 Minnesota (2-0-0)
3 St. Cloud State (1-1-0)
Alaska-Anchorage (2-2-0)
5 Michigan Tech (2-0-1)
Colorado College(1-1-0)
Northern Michigan (1-1-0)
North Dakota (0-2 -0)
Denver (0-2-0)
Minnesota-Duluth (0-3-0)

W L T PTS GF AVG GA AVG
3
2
1

0
0

0
0
0
0

6
4
2
2

----------

16 5.33 10
11 5.50 6
9
4.50 6
6
3.00 9

3.33
3.00
3.00
4.50

Returning Leaders
Jay McNeill-F (25-19-44); R.J. Enga-F (15-23-38); Peter
Geronazzo-F (19-19-38); Colin Schmidt-F (14-23-38)

---0
0

2
3

0
0

0
0

Last Season
23-11-5/ .654 overall; 18-9-5 WCHA;
(1st place) 1·2·0 WCHA playoffs

5
11

2.50
3.67

10
17

5.00
5.67

Don Lucia

Goaltender

CC coach
39-23-11-5
2years

Ryan Bach

GP GA
30

105

GM
3.63

SVS % W-L-T
716

.872 17-7-5
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Huskies keep playoff hope alive
SGS ends five-game losing streak with win over Morningside
by Joe Johnson
Staff writer
SCS vo ll eyball got the
monkey off their back
Tuesday night in from of 227
people in Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies had dropped

their last five matches and
were in da nger of being
eliminated from playoff
contention.
Their hopes are still alive,
however, as SCS beat
Morningside College 4-1 (1511, 15-6, 10-15, 15-12).

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

SCS setter Heather Modean tries to make a block
Tuesday night In Halenbeck Hall. SCS (6-6 in the NCC,
16-9 overall) beat Morningside College in five games.

The win improved the
Huskies record to 6-6 in the
North Central Conference, 169 overall. Morningside fell to
5-8 in the NCC, 13-11 overall.
"This was the most
important win of the year for
us," Head Coach Dianne
Glowatzke said. "We still have
a shot at making it to regions."
In order to make it to
regions, SCS will have to have
a good showing in ilS final six
matches.
The stretch drive begins on
the road this weekend. SCS
will travel to Augustana
College Friday and South
Dakota State University on
Saturday.
"We definitely have our
confidence back and we're
going to come out and play
like we want t o win this
weekend," said SCS se nior
middle Swen Minnema.
"Actually, with thi s team
this year, I'd rather be playing
on the road, since they have
been playing very well at the
away games," Glowatzke said.
SCS Minnema lead SCS
Tuesday night, compiling 15
kills and five service aces.
Cami Selbitschka also had a
good night with 13 kills.
Heather Modean continues
10 play solid, as she racked up
42 set assists.
SCS will have two more
home matches.
On Nov. 4, they play the
University of NebraskaOmaha, and on Nov. 5th the
University of Northern
Colorado.
Both matches are at 7 p.m.
in Halenbeck Hall.

Home ice fromPage9--- -confidence (tonight), (UNM) is very offensive minded and we're
going to have to keep their power-play in check," Schmidt said.
"We have to get a lot of shots on goal, and make use of our great
home crowd as a sixth man."
''Nonhern is a big, strong team. It'll be a real battle and a great
series for fans to watch," SCS Head Coach Craig Dahl said.
Injuries might have an effect on SCS this week since a number
of players have been banged-up.
Schmidt broke a bone and tore ligaments in his right hand last
Friday against Alaska-Anchorage, and is not expected 10 play.
Brett Lievers also was injured last weekend. He suffered a
sprained knee but is probable for tonight.
Kelly Rieder suffered a seperated shoulder in practice and will
not be able to play. Gino Santerre contracted food poisioning
earlier this week but should be on the ice tonight. Billy Lund, who
did not play last weekend because of a knee injury, will be on the
ice tonight for SCS.
Because of all the injuries, practice this past week was not up to
par. ''To be honest with you, practice has been a little tenetive this
week. We're nervous about getting hun," Schmidt said...Practice
has been a little sluggish, but you can't worry about getting hurl, I
gave the guys a talk and I have the upmost faith that they will play
good(tonight and tommorow).'1

Husky notes:
0 Plenty of tickets remain for tonight's and Saturday's games.
Only a few hundred tickets remain for next Saturday's game
against the the University of Minnesota.
0 Both games can be heard on KNSI 1450 AM and 88.1
KVSC.
0 Both games will be broadcast on tape delay after the
completion of the games, on cable channel 6.

Goalies from Page 9 - - - - - thinks he is even better than before.
"I think I will do better than I ever have before," Stone said.
''The confidence is way up there, and I feel pretty gocxi about my
abilities. If anything, I have gmten better jus1 from Ihm year off."
Dahl agreed. "Dave has had an excellem camp and he has
worked very, very hard. This is the best that he has ever looked."
Stone said he is happy to be playing again. ··1 was getting
burned out (last year)," he said. ··1 didn't feel like playing
anymore and the playing time wasn't there. This year is going to
be different. I'm feeling 100re refreshed and the chance is giong
to be there to play sometime."

Central Minnesota's Largest Selection of Quality Diamonds
• Lifetime loss warrnnty

• Minnesota's largest staff of

• One hour setting & sizing

certified gemologists &

• Superb qualit}' at low prices

registered jewelers

• Many unique designs
• Diamond

ccrtfficatc & appraisal

• Largest selection of loose
diamonds

Free Refills ...

Present this ad with ymu SCSU Student I.D. for:

Special 33% Savings
off the re!,TUla1: pdce of any engagement ring

Feeling low? Spirits empty?

Join our Eucharistic
community this weekend.

Satun:lay: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 911.m .• ll : ISa.m. 6p.m.
Mass& Evcnts25 1-3261
Officc251-3260

Pastor's Rcsidcncc25l-2712

Crossroads Center (Next to JC l'e nney)

Open Weeknights until 9 p.m.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
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Halloween traditions of
past different from today
by Nicole VanOerGriff
Staff writer
Over time, the Halloween festival
has made many significant changes.
According to history books,
Halloween customs come mainly from
Ireland and Great Britain. Groups of
Irish farmers went from house to house
soliciting food for their village. Those
that gave cheerfully to the farmers were
promised prosperity. lhreats were made
against those who were unwilling to
donate.
Early customs consisted of tossing
objects such as vegetables, stones, and
nuts into a fire to keep away ghosts and
evil spirits. Country folk, carved turnips
and pumpkins. A lighted cand le then
was set inside to scare away the evil
spirts lur)cjng inside the house.
These customs have developed
through the years and now are mainly
for children and the young at heart.
History books tell of the children
walking down the streets with empty

bags for treats and soap for the windows
of neighbors that were not home or
were unwilling Lo give lo them.
Halloween was the end of the old
year in the farming calendar. The sunset
opened mysteries before the sunrise of
the new year. As the sun would reach
the lowest part of its course, it would
enter to the gates of the underworld.
People believed the land of the dead
was under the earth.The underworld is
where the evil was th0ught to be
harbored. The people of earlier days
were scared of what the darkness of
night might reveal.
Halloween was an outward struggle
between Catholic and Protestant beliefs.
"I thought it was the Christians who
designated the Oct. 31 date of
Halloween or the Eve of the Holy One's
Day," Tim Schreiber, education
coordinator, Heritage Center said. "It
was the earlier Pagan people who gave
the holiday its sinister meaning and
tradition. The Selks origially intended it
to be a celebration of everything

wicked, evil and dead," he said.
Halloween mainly has survived in th,
United States as a festival of parties and
celebration.
Halloween celebration needs to be
limited at times because of education. In
the St. Cloud Public School District ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~
there is a policy that deals with the
separation of church and state, Kathy
Cziok, principal of St. Joseph's School
said. "The Board of Education
recognizes the sensitivity of church and
state issues, as well as the importance of
all staff respecting that sensitivity as
they perform their teaching functions. by Mike Peters
The board also recognizes that District Diversions editor
742 is first and foremost a public
Since ancient times ghost stories have
educational organization," she said.
"We have a community party called been a means of entertaining as well as
an All Saint's Party. We try 10 stress the explaining things of the unknown. There
'non-evil' part of Halloween. We want are rumors and stories of both Riverview
children to dress up in favorite character and Shoemaker housing ghosts. One
costumes , not the traditional spooky currem real-life ghost story exists on the
SCS campus in Shoemaker Hall.
costumes," Cziok said.
The story of the Shoemaker ghost or
The festival of Halloween is to have
fun and to reminisce on the culture of "Gigi" as it is called affectionly is that
long ago a cook in the Shoemaker
cafeteria hung herself on a meathook in
one of the meallockers that were in the
basement. The reason, as the story goes,
and accessories for people who want to popular. "We have a lot of people was because she was engaged to one man
be witches," Michelle Bahr, manager coming in for longer dresses from the and pregnant with another man's child,
said.
1960s and 1970s, and polyester said Kendra Kangus, senior and resident
As always, vintage c lothing is everything," Bahr said.
adviser,
"Lately there have been nightly
occurrences . Usually they are once a
week," said Andrea Willenbring, junior
and resident adviser. "It's just there, you
can't do anything about it," she said. "You
just accept it."
A few people have said to have seen an
unidentifiable, transparent, illuminated
figure, Willenbring said.
Most of the eerie occurrences take
place in the north wing of Shoemaker.
Residents have said to have left their
room with everything turned off, but
when they returned home, all the lights,
television and radios were on, Sarah •
Stachowski, sophomore and resident of
Shoemaker, said. One resident said she
came home and saw a pair of greenishgrey eyes staring a1 her in the mirror,
Stachowski said. The existence of cold
spots, which are spots in an area that are
much colder than the rest of the room left
in Lhe place when a spirit has left, also has
been reported, Stachowski said.
Strange things happen sometimes, but
there is usually a good explanation for
them,"Gerald Mertens, psychology
professor said. "There is a natural means
to account for them," he said. Stories
usually will fall apart when they are'
validated, Mertens said. II could either be
a practical joke or odd ways of light, he
said. "If a person has a predisposition,
they are more prone to things happening
to them," Mertens said.
One may choose to believe in ghosts or
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor any other paranormal activity, yet the
Jeremy Rothstein , Rosanne Marberg (owner) and Pat Pederson mystery is left up to the people who live
pose Wednesday at Classic Costumes in some of the masks with the ghosts.
sold at the store.

Retro haunts costume shops
by Jessica Foster
Managing edi1or
Polyester sportcoats, gas station
attendant uniforms and large dresses
are ma)cjng disappearing acts in area
shops this week.
Whether people are finding them
ready-made or are renting them from a
costume shop, everyone is looking for
something dazzling this Halloween.
"People are looking for something a
little different," said Rosanne Marberg,
Classic Costumes owner.
"They (couples) like costumes where
they can go as a set. For instance, we
have a mermaid and King Neptune,"
said Pat PedersOn, Classic Costumes
employee, 455 First St. S.
"We are selling a lot of large size
dresses to men lately. It is amazing
how well these big sizes go here," said
Ken Madden, area manager of
Goodwill, 50 Second Ave. S., Waite
Park.
Older men's shins are popular this
year too, and Madden said this is
because the popularity of the NBC
si tcom "Seinfeld." "People want to
look like Kramer," Madden said.
But clients are not always trying to
look beautiful when looking for
holiday attire. " Our most bizarre
costume is called road kill. On the front
it is latex rubberized guts, and they
wear a tom T-shirt over it. We put some
fake blood on it and ran over it with a
car a couple of times," Pederson said.
"For skin, they put on fake scars and
scabs," she said.
For witch costumes, many are
finding their way into Ragstock, 603
Mall Germain. "We have a rack with
all-black clothing, a lot of witch hats

'Ghost': part
of dorm life
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Spooky Story Contest winner: 'Gilbert'
by Pete Boulay
of this rink?" The chief wiped
the sweat from his brow.
excerpt of ~Gilbert" "Yes, I'm Jim the owner and
The explosion could~ heard manager." Mike quickly got
for miles. Police were already down to business.
rolling out the'yellow "Police
"What are the names of the
Line Do Not Cross" tape when people that were working
owner Jim Nelson arrived on the tonigh~:,)im though~ bout this
scene. The stench of melted for a moment...
carpet entfaed his nostrils. He
"Joe Biber, Lisa Park. ,. and
was the owner of the Soulhtown Jenny1Johnson." Ji took a
Skating Rink for only four quick look, hoping they were
months, and now it was a pile of among thecrowd of onlo
smolder ing I" rubble.
The 1who . h~yen 'l
thi
exJJosion pµ~ed the ltour,~der excitbment in yea
block wallS~Q,utward and lhe 1tar picked uj)1 a CB ra
and rock roof collapsed inside. the naines _pf the mi
Th~ fireWas 'i,ut(>utquicklx1du'e . tothCdispafcher.'
to the quiet: resp·qn's e. of }hC:-\Jil-"" 0,nJ Off teer w
South Coun'ty Line Fire toward the group WJt "a
department. One of the idling metal boX in his hands." One si
yellow trucks was right next to
him with its police sc'ap!.ler copper Wires were dangling from
cackling about other units askin~ it. Upoll closer inspeCtion, Jim
if they needed help. Suddenly a realized it was his VCR he used
more urgent voice came over the with his security camera system.
"Mike°" we found this lying in
tinny speaker...
"There is a rumor that three the ditch." Jim had a thought. If
people are missing,"•A chill the tape was still inside the
staned at Jim's spine and flowed machine there might be a clue
across his anus. He thought the that the employees had left, ... or
employees had left! Firefighters were still inside. He stepped
were sifting through the debris in toward the officer.
"Is the tape undamagedT' Jim
several places using six-foot
crowbars and quickened their asked as be reached for the
pace as the news spread. Jim was scarred machine. He tried the
scared now, be never thought eject button and it didn't work.
there was anyone inside. A man He ran back to his car and got a
approached qu ickly
and screwd{iver and quickly pried off
introduced himself. "I'm Chief the dented cover. Part of the tape
Mike Power, are you the owner was melted around the playback

P•

0

¥ct,

head. Jim's heart sank as he saw
that. That meant that the VCR
was playing when the explosion
happened and more than likely
someone was still in the building
.... Or hopefully, they forgot to
turn it off. Jim took the
screwdriver and ,Pfied the tape
Out of the machine. The tape
inside the plastic shell was still
intact Mike saw an Opportunity. ~
::'Perha s the ~ wer is n thal

operator and asked him if he bad
a way to playback a half-inch
video tape.
"No problem, but I'll Tleed to
splice the tape ends back
together." He went around to the
ba.ck of the van and whipped out
a tape dispenser and used two
pieces o( splicing tape. ''There,
that'll d0 it. I'd better rewind it
past that glitcl;l.;, He popped the
tape into a d~ck and a fuzzy
d white picture flickered
sQ{~l!: J..: qufo~ adjust b f
trql' knob
the picture
int0: remarkably clear
·
n materialized to
,
·

recognized all three right away.
Joe was in the DJ booth getting
ready for the session. Jenny was ·
in the office and Lisa in the
snack bar making cotton candy. _
Everyth ing seems OK Jim
thought. The clock on the wall
said 4:45. Fifteen minutes before
the session was about to start. In
o ne hour the rink would be
reduced to ruqble.
The police chief was shifting
his feet. He se~med to be uneasy
aoout wasting Ume watching the
tape. In his \ ut he had ; feeling
that the workers Were still in
ther}:i somewhere. It made him
sad1 tha~ the~ Wer~ so roun_g1 but
he had been here b_ffore. Fifteen
years ago a child had been killed
at this same rink. He was the one
who had 10 break the news to the
9-year-old's parents. "Not
Gilbert, .,. you're wrong! He said
he was at a friend's house .... "
Mike hated that part of his job.
He learned that ii was best to tell
them direct and not to try 10 beat
around the bush. Ever since then
the rink has been closed on that
day, May 15, except this year.
Mike looked at Jim's worried
face. Mike knew Jim was new to
this town and perhap s didn't
realize how su perstitious the
previous owners were. They
refused to have business on May
15. 'IJ}at was Gilbert's day. Mike
Lowell Anderson/Staff photographer
tum'ed to the flickering screen,
Dane Smith, senior, reads a story Wednesday night in what could those workers be
Atwood Little Theater. Bill Gerke, senior, wrote the thinking?...
story "Venery" for SCS' Spooky Story Contest.
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You are required to come

Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division
Place Fashion
Center
Ph. 253-0851

PERSONAL LOANS

to the Student Service
Office, to obtain your

ACCESS CODE THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER
FOR WINTER QUARTER

Your Student Credit Union
can provide the funds you need.
.•!Cars
•Tti.iJ;ion
~~-.€omPuterS :'·""'.._.
"" •T~l• Credit Card Consolidation
• Emergencies
• Anything else?? Ask us!!

Minnesota State University Student Association
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Advisers will be available:

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Federal Credit Union

Starting Oct. 20

Located in Atwood Center - Phone 654-54 74

BB 123

We also offer Share Draft (Checking) Accounts and Certificates of Deposit.
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Redeeming qualities abound
in prison film 'Shawshank '
I originally
intended on
reviewing "Pulp
Fiction," the new
film by Quentin
Tarantino, this week,
but decided against it
for a couple of
reasons. One: Quite a
few people already
have seen it. Two: In
reality nothing has to
be said except that it
is a must-see.
Instead I saw 'The Shawshank
Redemption," by first-lime director Frank
Darabont. I found it to be one of the best
films of the year thus far, second only to
"Pulp Fiction."
''The Shawshank Redemption" is a
story about prison life and the activities
which go on behind the walls of prison.
The film is beautifully put together as
well as entertaining and looks at prison
life in an intelligent way.
Every aspect of prison life is explored,
including the fear new prisoners
encounter, the black market, violent
guards, the problem of
institutionalization and even fear of rape.
All of these elenrms weave together into
a discernible plot and allow the viewer to
becoire a voyeuristic inmate.
One idea deeply explored is the
corruption found in those who run
prisons. The prison warden (Bob
Gunton) is a Bible-toting maniac who has
begun a money laundering scheme

through prison community services. This
may seem iffiJX)ssible to the viewer, but
crimes of this nature do exist in prison.
What is especially pleasing about this
film is how it evokes so many emotions
in both the characters and the audience.
Just the lighting itself is enough to let us
know what is going on in a character's
mind and how he is feeling.
For his debut as a director, Darabont
has offered up a stupendous achievement.
The film is based on a novella by Stephen
King, and Darabont's transfer is
excellent. The way he m::ives the camera
is nearly poetic, and his ability to
manipulate the senses with a camera is
incredible. The lighting and camera work
was so effective, the story could have
probably been told without dialogue.
Darabont also knows how to evoke the
talent of his cast. With Tim, Robbins
('The Player") and Morgan Freeman
(''Glory") in the lead roles, Darabom
probably did not have much trouble, but
every bit of their talent is seen in this
film. Robbins and Freeman are two of the
best in the business, and together they
portray one of the most memorable
screen friendships in the history of
cinema.
Robbins plays Andy Defresne, a
jealous husband convicted for murdering
his wife. He claims he is innocent, but
soon learns no one claims to be guilty in
prison. The film follows Andy's
experience in prison beginning with his
arrival to about the 20th year of his
sentence. He is played with such etmtion

that despite his crime, the audience really
cares about his fate.
Freeman is in the role of Red, a
seasoned veteran of inside life who
befriends Andy and teaches him how to
survive in prison. He is played with such
mystery the viewer wonders if Red really
belongs in prison. The performance is
most memorable due to the wisdom of
life, both inside and outside, that Freeman
offers to Andy and other inmates.
The performances of both Robbins and
Freeman are very powerful and realistic.
Both show careful attention to human
nature and behavior and make us forget
we are watching a movie. To the viewer,
the characters become real, and we feel
their emotions.
The supporting cast also was dazzling.
Each character was unique, and each
actor brought out that uniqueness
wonderfully. Of a huge supporting cast,
James Whitroore's performance really
stood out.
Whitmore plays Brooks, the lifelong
prison librarian. After 50 years in prison,
he is granted parole, but after his release
he cannot adjust to the outside world.
Whitmore portrays his institutionalization
perfectly through his actions and
apprehensiveness. His character is tragic
and really pulls in the audience.
To say anyroore might ruin the
experience for the potential viewer. "The
Shawshank Redemption" is a moving and
intelligent film which should stand the
test of time as a masterpiece of American
cinema.

Halloween Special

BELLANTTI'S
PIZZA &DELI
COMMUNICATIONI

We're sorry we missed you at our
recent Open House, but we'd still
be very interested in talking with
you about opportunities at ARIA.
We're uniquely different in our
approach to telemarketing and
how we do it. We raise money
for important organizations. We
sell communications services to
existing customers. We do what
we do better than anyone else.
If you'd like to be an important
part of important work and desire
to belong to a team that cares
about you, call us at 259-5206 to
set up an interview in our St.
Cloud or Sauk Centre office. If
you care about what you do
during your working hours, we
want to hear from you. Call
us ... you'II be glad you did.

30 Ninth Ave. N., Downtown, St. Cloud

FREE DELWERY
(IIJnlted area)

252-8500

Any Size Pizza,

Up to 4-items

Only $8.99 plustax
Not valid with other offers.
Please present coupon.
Expires Nov. 1, 1994.
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Insurance:

Options abound

from Page 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Most insurance is sold using a scale based on age, sex,
smoker/non.smoker, drinker/non--drinker, married, single and
deductibles and is payable in monthly or yearly inaements.
Bums said.
Coverage is also based on exlusions like pre-existing condi•
tions and treatment that occwred before the effective date of
the contract Some coverage includes preventive care and oth·
ers do not
Some people put more value on bow much coverage they
get for their money while others detennine the quality of a
company by the variety of services its plan includes, Bums
said ...I have my personal favorite, Blue Cross, because they
have so many plans to pick from and they are very well
known." There are other good companies, such as Preferred
One and Group Health, she said.
Some companies develop bare bones policies to make it
more affordable, physician Tracy Powell said. Others provide
high deductibles to bring premiwns down.
"I think it's important to be insured because medical costs
are too high and its too dangerous not to be covered," Powell
said. As a bare minimum students should have major medical
and physicians outpatient service. "You're playing Russian
roulette if you don't have insurance coverage."

University Chronicle is looking for an

Assistant news editor
Needed:
• news writing skills • knowledge of AP style
• knowledge of grammer, spelling
• knowledge of QuarkXPress helpful

Apply Stewart Hall, Room 13 or call Kim 2449
Deadline: Oct. 31
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"The Intelligent Choice"

ISAVE-PAK I
A Super Discount Program!

SIX One-Way Tickets
for the Pric;e of FIVE!

CHECK IT OUT ... TODAY!

Call Us!

253-2226
... GREAT RATES ...

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO
COMPLETELY OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY
DIFFERENT WAYS TO INVEST IN STOCKS.
WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
Introducing the CREF Growth Account and the CREF Equity Index Account.

W

Want to finish your college
education in one or two years?
We've got 600 quality career
choices at 34 campuses. Call now!

1-800-65 7-3555
Minnes~~~~'!!,~ ~~~ ~olleges
0

SPONSORED BY
MINNESOTA TECHNICAL COLLEGE MARKETING ASS"N

hether you want a fund that
selects specific stocks or one that
covers the market, we're on the same page.
Our new CREF Growth and CREF
Equity Index Accounts use two dis1inct
strategies for investing in the stock market, but both aim to provide what every
smart investor look s for: long•term
growth that outpaces inflation ~
The CREF Growth Account searches
for individual companies that are
poised for su perior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more
diversification, with a portfolio e ncom•
passing almost the e ntire range of U.S.
stock investments. It will invest in stocks

ii

in the Russell 3000•: • a broad index of
U.S. stocks .
Like our CREF Stock Account, which
combines active, indexed, and foreign
investing, and our Global Equities
Account, which ac1ively seeks opportuni.
ties worldwide, the new funds are managed
by experienced investment professionals.
They're the same experts who have helped
make TIAA.CREF the largest pension
system in the U.S., managing over $130
billion in assets.
To find out more about our new stock
funds, and building yo ur portfolio with
TIAA-CREF, just call I 800.842•2776.
And take your pick.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SN
••lo;,"
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Hultgren: Senior impresses on
defense and on offense

from Page 9 - - -

Then, in stepped Frank Serratore, former deal with the ups and downs of college
coach at Denver University and current hockey," Dahl said.
Besides being one of their best
Minnesota Moose coach. Serratore was
coaching junior hockey with the Omaha defensemen the past three seasons,
Lancers of the United States Hockey Hultgren has posted some great offensive
League when he obtained the rights to numbers at SCS. He led the Huskies in
scoring last year wilh 37 points and was
Hultgren.
named to the
"It was kind
al l -WC HA
of unique, I
second team.
hadn't really
his
In
heard of junior,
sophomore year
but Serratore
Hu
ltgren
had
drafted me and
five goals and
said I was going
20 assists for 25
to have to come
poi nts . "Kelly
down there and
has
made
play," Hultgren
tremendous
said.
strides since
"W hen WC
playing here .
drafted Kelly
He's bigger,
out of high
school he had all the skills, but he needed stronger and his offense just keeps gcuing
to get stro nger and build some good better," Dahl said.
"I can't say enough about Coach Dahl.
character," Serratore said. "{Hultgren) did
get stronger and ended up playing really He's really helped me improve, not only
on
the rink but also in real life. He stresses
well for us."
In his fina l season at Omaha in 1991-92, things like being a good person and to treat
Hultgren was the leading scorer among peop le like you'd want to be treated,"
defcnsemen and was named to the all- Hultgren said.
With SCS ranked first in the league,
USHL first team.
" I wouldn 't trade the time I spent in expcclalions arc high for Hultgren as well
Omaha for anything in the world. It was a as the team.
"If we do anything but win the league
great experience," Hultgren said.
SCS Head Coach Craig Dahl traveled to this year, we'll be disappointed. The only
thing that bothers me is that SCS has never
Omaha to offer him a scholorship.
" After Omaha we thought he was going been ranked so high before and I hope it
to be real good. When a player gets a doesn't go to the players heads and they
chance to develo p phys ica ll y and forget to pl ay the game on the ice,"
emotionally like Hultgren did, it's easier to Hultgren said

" If we do anything but
win the league this year,
we'll be disappointed. "

-Kelly Hultgren
SCS defenseman

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, killed Dec. 12, 1988 at 2:22 pm on
1-95 South, Brunswick, GA .
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes
lo slop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself!
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~~-The Marl,et

*Now Open until 7 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.
Evening Weekry Specials for Oct. 31-Nov. 3,
valid.from 4p.m. - 7p.m.

-$1.55 for a Yjeef
Yjurrito! •
$.40!
-Carge Salad Yjar for
$2.451- -

"Being a college student, working at Aria
Communications is an excellent job to
have. Aria is conveniently located , close
to campus. Aria will ha ii work
around school schedu
olidays.
This is a low stress, s
easy on
your feet' kind o f ·

sl ate

"I worked :-;.;:c- - -:;c= ·
rketing
jobs before
e
most ref~
ut starting here
was no naving to read verbatim from a

Free coffee!

l~1

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

uscri pf'. Instead, our management trains
telepros to the point where we can
work freely fmm a "call-guide'~ and
speak intelligently about the client or
o rganiza
ro

$.50!

-Healthy Choice Deli
Sandwiches - ,llny
two-item sandwich
for only $2.25!
1!!!!'1$.30!

Call
ore ,
our current telen:iar etin~

•
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lCLASSIFIBDS

Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition .
Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
Contact Chad Sturm at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

1 BDRM apartment in house.
Available D ec. 1. $345/mo.
Heat and water paid. No pets.
253-5340
1 BDRM Apts. immedi ately
and winter quarter $345-$375
Dan 255-9163
1-4
BDRM
apts
and
efficiencies available now and
next quarter. Campus close,
affordable rates. 240-2848
TIRED OF THE DORMS?
1&2 BDRM APT$.
$345 and up.
Spacious Roo ms and Larg e
Closets
Heat, Water, Garbage Included
Campus Clippe r Stops Every
20Min.
Available Today!
Call Now-They're Going Fast!
255-9262

laundry. Heat and basic cable
PAID. Garages . RESULTS
Property Management 2530910.
CAMPUS Place, private
bedroo m in 4 bed r oom .
Included heat, water, close to
school. Rent the best. Call for
details 253-9002
CENTER Sq u are. Si n gle
rooms i n 4 bed room apts.
Microwaves, A/C, Lau nd ry,
close to campus. 253- 1320.
COLLEGEVIEW apts., rooms
in 4 BDRM, near SCS, heat
paid, Riverside property. Call
251-941 8, 251-8284
DESPERATELY need male
subleaser wi nte r and spring.
Rent negotiable 252-5166
0 • EFF. & 1-3 bed rooms. $169$250. $15 off-street parking.
259-4841.

1 ,2,and 3 BDRM APTS .
various locations, availab le
now, Nov. 1 and winter quarter.
Convenient
Souths ide
locations. Dan 255-9163

00

SI NGLE rooms in houses.
Great locations. Comfortable,
respectable. Free parking Dan
255-9163

EFFICIENCY apartments and
4 bed room apartments. 253·
6606.

SINGLE rooms
$150-$199
Hea t , Water, Electric ($30
Value) and Cable included!
Ideal location just minutes from
campus!
Immediate Occupancy! 2559262
2 BDRM. apt. in 4-plex by
Halenbeck Hall. Call Rick 2518941.
APARTMENTS available near
campus.
Price le ader.
Dishwasher,
microwave,
private rooms, sec ur ity.
Efficiencies also. 251 -0525
APARTMENTS , rooms 3, 4
bedroom apts , efficiencies ,
Campus Management 251·
1814
AVAILABLE now, rooms with
sub-leased rates, nea r SCS,
heat and cable paid, call 2518284, (251-9418)
BEDROOM and bathroom for
rent, utilities included, washer
and dryer. New home in Sauk
Rapids. Family atmosphere
$250/ mo Garage extra. 2534327 or 253- 1025 (Becky)
CAMPUS EAST . Large 4
bedroom UNITS with 2 f ull
baths .
EXT R A closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,

Efficiency. Included heat,
water, elec. Own minifridge ,
micro in room . $225/m onth.
Close to schoo l. Campus
Place 253-9002

EFFICIENCY . Private rooms
with basic cable, refrigerator,
microwave, blinds, A/C. All
utilities paid. Controlled
access. $210 and up. SM&M
253-1100.
FALL fever. For your best
deals in 1,2, and 3 bdrm apts.
call Apartment Finders at 2594052.
FEMALE needed through
Spring for Private BDRM near
Campus for $190/mo. Please
call {612) 586-0311 ASAP
FEMALE needed to share
huge two BDRM: fireplace,
wood floors $310 close to
campus 259-4875
FEMA LE subleaser: Winter
and Spring . Large single room,
walk to campus , W/D, free
utilities and parking. Call
Rebecca 654-9485
FEMALE to share house $195
utilities included, close to SCS
free parking, and laudry 2518564
FOUR Bedroom apt. , heat &
cable paid, dishwasher, micro. ,
A/C, newer b ldg., near
campus. 251-6005 EPM.
FEMALE to share in two
BDRM apt. , near SCS, heat,
cable paid, call 251-8284, 251-

9418
FEMALE nonsmoker to share
2 BDRM apa rt men t near
Walmart, Pd. Heat, DW,
balcony, secured BLDG., Avail.
Nov. 1. 656-5997
HOUSE 3 BDRMS available
immediate ly. Great location,
priceless DAN 255-9163
LOOK.ING fo r a qu iet, well
kept, priva t e room close. to
campus? No smoking/ parties!
We have a great location with
large private rooms, cable TV,
laundry, and parking. starting
at $150/mo. 251 -82 11
MALE wanted, take over lease
in townhouse style 4 BDRM
apartment on 8th Ave. 2599434
PRIVATE rooms avail. now &
winter. Heat & cable p aid,
many amenities, campus
close, quiet & clean. 251-6005.
PRIVATE rooms, large 2 bath
apts. 1/2 block SCS. quiet well
managed building, $199 rent
an d $ 15 utilities/ month.
Everything negotiable, details?
259-0977
PRIVATE rooms in 4-BDRM
apts available winter and
spring. Many amenities close
to campus. 252-9226
NICE one bedroom. Close to
campus. Microwave, A/C,
laundry, parking, and garages.
Available Dec. 1. 253-1320
ROOMS available in 4
bedroom units . Free basic
cable. Free parking and much
more. $189 and up. SM&M
253-1100.
ROOMMATE
wanted.
Inexpensive close 259-1989
SAVE on your monthly rent.
Put four people in a large
2 bedroom apt.
$150/month w/all utilities
included.
$250 for an entire apt. during
summer
654-6520
SINGLE rooms
$150-$199
Heat, Water, Electric ($30
value)
& Cable included!
Ideal location just minutes from
campus!
Immediate occupancy!
255-9262
SI NGLE ro om in three
bedroom house. Male, nonsmoker 253-5340
SUBLEASER needed to live

with 3 people in house,
available Dec. 1 call Sue 2401851
WINTER qua rte r 1,2,and 3
BDRM apts. Sing.Jes M/ F, 3
B D RM
h ouse.
Great
Southside location. Full-time
mgmt. Dan 255-9163

ARE you interested in quitting
alcohol/d rugs? Group forming
fall quarte r for support and
empowerment. Call 255-4850
or 255-3 171 .
CHUCK ' S Barbershop. Two
barbe rs, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270 . 9 Wilson S.E.
Special $6. ROTC and Guard
Headquarters.

COMPUTER CONSULTING ,
IBM based, for Setups.Memory
allocatio n,
Windows
streamlining. For more info
call Randy, 252-1595
FREE tutoring available in
many subject areas. Check us
out! Academic Learning
Center, Stewart Hall 101. Call
255-4993 or stop by.
HAVE fun earning $500 to
$15 00 in one week! Student
organizations needed for
marketing project on campus.
Must be motivated and
organized. Call Dan at (800)
592·2121 ext. 313.

IMMIGR ATION ATTORNEY.
Mark Frey. Member: American
Immigration Lawyers Assn. 1612-486-7117.
NEW Herbal DIET Tablet. All
natural, Dr. recommended,
super-last results!
1 00
Percent Guaranteed (612)
649-4660.
PREGNANT-consider i ng
adopt ion? Call A Dream
Fulfilled Adoption Inc.
1·800-556-4529.
PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with immediate results
at the St. Cloud Crisis
Pregnancy Center. Call 612253-1962 24 hrs. a day. 400
East St. Germain St., Ste. 205,
St. Cloud.
SCS Cheer Team tryouts.
Basketball- Wrestl ing squads .
Athletic men and women
needed: tryout practices Nov.
9 - 10, 8 p.m. • 10 p .m. HAH
wrestling room. 250·0300
SPRING BREAK Ma z atlan
from $399 . Ai r/ 7 nights
ho t el/free
nightly · beer

parties/discounts. (800)3664786.
STUDENTS - if you have all
the money you need for
college, you don' t need us .
But if you need money for
college, our scholarship
matching seivice can help you.
Many scholarships are not
based on GPA or ath letics.
For
more
in fo
send
name/address to:
JO
Associates, P.O. Box 1292,
Monticello, Minn. 55362.
TYPING RES UME S, term
papers, laser printing, 11 years
ol Experience 240-2355
Multi-player games
MUGWUMPS
We play harder.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER S,
Professional and cou rteous ,
wilt work with you to determine
the shooting schedule to fit into
your wedding day p lans .
Specializing in candids before,
during, and after ceremony,
but espec ially duri n g the
reception! Yo u retain the
negatives. Two photographers
to make sure every angle gets
covered. Call Paul at 654-8501
for more information, leave
message.
WANTED!!!
Individuals and Student
Organizations to promote
Spring · Break '95. Earn
substantial money and free
trips. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013

ALASKA EMPLOYMENTStudents Needed! Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3000 $6000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or
Female .
No experience
necessary. Call (206)545·
4155 ext. A56811
CRUISE
SHIP
JOBS!
Attention: students. Earn
$2000 + monthly. Summer/full
time. World Travel. Carribean,
Hawaii. Tour Guides, Gitt Shop
Sales, Deck Hands , Casino
Workers. No experience. Call
(602)453-4651 .
CRUISE SHIP J O B S NOW
HIRING • Earn up t o
$2000+ / month working on
Cruise Ships or Land - Tour
companie s. World travel.
Seasonal and Full time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634·0468 ext. c568 t 2
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EARN $1,000's stuffing·
envelopes
send
SASE: P-T salesperson with retail
Northern Lights, P.O. Box hardware experience. Cati
1392, St. Cloud, Minn 56302
Denny/ Dick 253-0370
EARN $1000's weekly stuffing
envelopes. Send SASE to
KAO Enterprises , P.O. Box
1621, St. Cloud Minn 56302.
EARN a free trip, money or
both. We are looking for
students or organizations to
sell our Spring Break package
to Mazatlan. (800)366-4786.

EARN INCOME FOR '94,
Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details
- rush $1 with SASE to Group
Five, 57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307 Dover, DE 19901
FEMALES/MALES
to
transport passengers to/from
lnt'I
Airports and other
locations in central Minn .
Flexible hours, paid training,
etc. Serious candidates only!
Please non-smokers! Contact
Executive Express for mo re
info 253-2226
EARN YOUR HOLIDAY
CASHNOWII!
Perfect part-time positions,
allow you to work around busy
schedules while earn.i ng the
cash needed to make your
holidays a success!!! The best
part? You also won't need to
work any holidays!!!
No
mandatory overtime. Complete
paid training.
Flexible
scheduling.
Convenient
downtown location. Starting
base wage of $5 per hour and
cash bonuses are paid out
daily. Must be articulate, this is
~ -- ''-"'_Jesales/ teJefundraising
position. We have both day
positions
and
evening/
weekend postion. No late
nights. Call 259-4054 for a
telephone interview between
6-9 p.m. Sun. - Fri. for the
evening positions.
Call
between 1 p.m. - 4p.m. Mon. Fri. at 259-4050 for the day
positions.
GYMNASTICS
coaches
needed for a growing boys
program. Females may also
inquire for positions working
with girls and/or boys. USGF
experience
preferred,
references required. North
Crest Gymnastics and Dance
251-3416 or send resume to
228 N. Hwy 10, St. Cloud, Mn.
56304
KELLY Temporary Services is
hiring for immediate long term
openings $5- $8, Data Entry full and part- time hours. Paid
Training. Phone Clerks, full
and part - time afternoons.
Keyboard experience helpful.
Mail Clerks early m6rnings or
afternoon hours. Opening and
sorting
mail.
Printer
Operators, day and night, 12
hour shifts, 3 days per week
with occasional extra hours on
the weekends.
Bindery
collating all shifts availiable.
Work in St. Cloud, Clearwater,
Annandale, and Milaca. Call
Now! 253-7430 or 1-800-4476447, 1010 W. St. Germain St.
Cloud. Never an applicant fee/
Equal opportunity employer.
LIFT OPERATOR day and
night shifts. 18 or older. Apply
at Powder Ridge ski area,
Kimball, M-F, 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
398-7200

SKI INSTRUCTORS, Powder
Ridge ski area, Kimball. If
interested, attend informational
meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 1 at
7 p.m. in the chalet. 398-7200

people in two world wars. That
disproves the usefulness of
forced school prayer. The bible
says pray in private (Matt. 6:5).
Skeptically question everything
with unassailable honesty and
courage.

:a r

AA
ASSISTANCE
line
available 24 hours a day.
Meeting times, rides to
meetings, and recovery
support. Call 253-8183. For
campus support call ADAPT
255-4850 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

TYPING
&
WORD
PROCESSING. Draft & final
copy. Quality & fast service.
Reasonable rates. Flexible
hours. Call Alice 259-1040 or
251-7001

ATTENTION : Psychology
majors. Become part of the
experimenta l psychology
research group. Meetings are
every Wed. 3-4 p.m., Ed. Bldg
A232. For more info. call Chris
at 240-1863.

1971 Comet Mercury 250
Automatic 63,000 mi. Runs
good $650/bo 253-0994
CANON STARWRITER 70
ink-jet word processor. Prints
like a laser. Brand new. Great
Christmas gift 252-2150
FOR SALE: Loveseat $50,
Lazy-boy recliner $50, Standup lamp $15, alt in good
condition 255-0132
FOR SALE: Tandy 1000EX
Computer IBM Compatible.
Include monitor, printer. $250.
Smith Corona XD 7500
Memory Typewriter $100.
Julie 252-6599 after 3:45 p.m.
MACINTOSH
Computer.
Complete system including
printer only $500. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.
MAZDA '83 626 for sale .
Need some work R/F 2595462
WEIGHTS and weight bench
call Sharon 253-2519 or 2553191

~

l , PERSONALS

JESUS is true. Jesus loves
you! He knows you and he
loves you. How many friends
do you have who love you no
matter what? Jesus does. He
is the truest friend you willever
know. (This message from
John Ellingson)
JESUS and Satan are
pretend. Letting pretend things
go makes a person grow. All
religion is vanity. Prayer
causes helplessness. All of the
schools in Axis Germany were
christian. Hitler did 12 years of
christian schooling and never
renounced his religion. Stalin
did 12 years of christian
schooling and five years of
seminary. All these people had
forced prayer every school
day. Yet they killed 100 million

• HIRING FOR WINTER •

$CASH$
for

Ski Resorts are now hiring
for the following positions:

USED
CD's

• Ski/Snowboard instructors

THIS IS IT! $800 weekly
possible. Work your own
hours. Work at home making
our easy holiday crafts for our
distributors. SASE, College
Crafts, 1925 Pine Ave .,
Niagara Falls, NY 14301.

WORK available for persons
looking for P-T work and
possible career opportunities.
St. Cloud company is now
accepting applicatons for
various departments. Approx.
$285 - $385 per week . To
schedule an interview phone
251-1752

SKI RESORT JOBS

CHI SIGMA RHO social
sorority, is having a wonderful
fall quarter and is looking for
women interested in joining
the fun. Call 240-8 100 ask for
anyone!
DELTA ZETA international
sorority is 92 years old and still
going strong! Happy birthday
D.Z. * For rush information call
240-2868!! (Do it now)
ECONOMICS Association,
Everyone is welcome to attend
our
meetings
noon ,
Wednesdays in Lewis Clark
Room Atwood. Speakers,
Happy hours etc. Come check
us out.
FINANCE
majors-Gain
valuable finance experience
while helping your fellow
students. Student Government
Finance Committee. Join
today. Call Tim Flanigan 2552995.
SHAM-The Society for Human
Resource Management meets
at 4 p.m. every Thursday in
Lewis/Clark Room in Atwood.
All majors are welcome to
attend.
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• Lift Operators
• WaU Staff

,L~

• Chalet Staff+- more...

DUGOUT &
NEWSTAND

Over 15,000 openings. For
more information, call:

Next to Godfathers

(206) 634-0469

Center
Ph. 253-0851

Pizza, Division
Place Fashion

Ext. V56811

Realize the dream of
calling your own shots!
Our career will help .)OU do just that. Our agents have been ~
as 'Top Sales Force" in a survey of sales ex:trutives by &lea a: Maikcfug
Mampnmt magaZU}(." And our top ratings by Moody's, Standanl. &
Poor's, A.M. Best and Duff & Phelps assure the financial security that

=~i;:1::t~tfur:kio~de-nt~~f;;::rvi~:.ng for a Il'aillngful,
C-cnP"",Ilnd«A(mcyD,,dop,,,,t
1HESI'ORMS AGENCY
100 Wubinpn Squm. &iitc 1200
Minn,,pol,, MN 55401

612/.!45-2588

NorthW!!Jitem

Mutual Ute•

The Quiet Company•

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633
th

THE Accounting Club has
professional
speakers,
company tours, socials, and
other wonderful interactions.
Refer to the 88 chalkboards
for information!
Z
CLUB ,
volunteer
organization meets Tuesday at
7 p.m. in St. Croix Room. One
caring person can make a
difference.
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4219thAve. N.,

251-7381

DESIONERQ!'.IS

• Heated Swimming Pool

•4 Bedroom Townhome

• Volleyball Court
•On-Site Management

• FREE Basic Expanded Cable
• Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
• Heat and Water Paid
•Individual leases

• FREE Parking/Outlets
•Microwaves/Dishwashers
• Metro Bus Service

WasS9

NowS4.50
El,;pi,e;ll-4-94
Callf<><appoinlmcnt

L--------------~

CALL 252-2633
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Friday, October 28, 1'394/Univ.,-sityChronlcle

The University Chronicle advertising department has several positions available
for individuals seeking meaningful experience.
As an advertising representative, you will be responsible for maintaining
accounts with area businesses. This will give you the chance to develop your skill
and confidence in client relations, as well as, design and layout.
We have excellent computers and software for you to use, and a great staff of
experienced and knowledgeable people for you to work and learn with.
Advertising representative is a paid position and will require 10 to 20 hours of
your time per week.
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Please fill out, fold in half, bring to 13 Stewart Holl, and place in Kelly Horriger's mailbox.
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3 adjectives that describe you:
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